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Kill Team: Nachmund
Price

121.98 Euro €

Availability

Usually in stock

Number

102-92

Producer code

60010199044

EAN

5011921164769

Manufacturer

Games Workshop

Product description

Kill Team: Nachmund
Kill Team: Nachmund is the second full expansion box for Warhammer 40,000: Kill Team, the ultimate sci-fi skirmish game. It
includes miniatures for two complete new Kill Teams - the piratical Aeldari of the Corsair Voidscarred and the sinister
superhumans of the Chaos Space Marine Legionaries - as well as double-sided game board, terrain, transfers, and a rules
manual featuring missions, background material, and full rosters for these two Kill Teams.
In this box you’ll find:
1x 96-page Kill Team: Nachmund Rules Manual: Bring your covert wars to the Nachmund Gauntlet, with background material
for this pirate-ridden region and the Aeldari and Chaos Space Marine forces within. This manual also includes new rules,
datacards, and background tables for the Legionary and Corsair Voidscarred Kill Teams, as well as additional special rules and
Shadow Operations missions set in this volatile killzone.
20x Citadel Miniatures: Two full Kill Teams of Corsair Voidscarred and Legionary operatives, each featuring a wide array of
customisation and alternate assembly options. Extra components allow for deep personalisation of your Kill Team, and many
models can be assembled as multiple different kinds of operative. Each team also comes with a full transfer sheet with over
360 markings and emblems for customising your models.
18x Sector Mechanicus Terrain Pieces: Recreate the abandoned factories and industrial zones of the Nachmund Gauntlet. This
assemblage of modular terrain pieces can be assembled in any number of ways, and are fully compatible with a wide range of
other terrain kits.
1x Double-sided Kill Team: Nachmund Gameboard: Fight over the battle-scarred outposts of the Nachmund Gauntlet on this
double-sided 30" x 22" cardboard gameboard.
These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly - we recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel paints.
You’ll need a copy of the Kill Team Core Book to make full use of this supplement.
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